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Networked Casinos
Welcome to our site about networked casinos. You will find detailed articles that detail the history and advancements of networking technology in gambling establishments.
Advanced Networking Helps Casinos Keep the Edge
The first casino began using networking solutions to track the data flow for games, security, and money more than a decade ago. Casinos all over the world are using networks to ensure seamless communication. Here are four data streams that networked casinos track.
Network systems help casinos flag irregular patterns by analyzing data trends, and producing reports to shed light on unexpected losses. Advanced technologies give operators an edge, as they track money, people, and processes. The casino is watching every transaction through automated surveillance. Every movement and play is recorded, stored, and analyzed for possible flagging. In this century, network technology is the way that casinos keep the advantage.
Networked Casino Games
In a network, hardware and software work together to transfer information through channels for resource sharing, collection, and analysis. Depending on the casino, more than 50000 games can connect to a networked system with Ethernet cords. This generates enormous flows of information that are categorized, and analyzed, by the network system to develop a summary report of trends.
After all, the casino’s primary goal is to make money. Slots are by far the biggest draw, with some casinos relying on the machines to rake in more than 80 percent of the yearly revenue. By plugging slot machines into the network, casino managers can track which machines customers prefer to play, and the most popular machines. Networking is the best way for managers to stay informed, and to capitalize on the transactions on the casino floor.
New online casino site – Jonny Jackpot
Jonny Jackpot casino is a great example featured on list of newest online casinos in January 2020. It is a safe, secure and fun site, that offers players from all over the world superb online casino experiences. Gambling operator is working on a quite the different way than regular, land-based casinos. Its supervision and networking is operated in other ways. Obviously, as it is operating online, it is so much easier to have all of the casino’s systems networked and working seamlessly throughout all the different functions of the site(s).
Nowadays it is actually very common that companies that run online casinos have a complete network of casinos, that are linked together. They are usually built in a very similar way and each include the same kinds of services and products. The customer support for instance is completely linked, and basically the support can be at service for multiple casinos at the same time.

And similar to the land-based casinos, also here you can find slots that are connected. These kinds of slots are usually the ones that include a progressive jackpot, and they are linked between tens and tens of casinos. This way the jackpots are growing in a very high speed and can reach millions of dollars.
When in land based casinos the surveillance is done by cameras mostly, in online casinos such as Jonny Jackpot it is handled, obviously, in a different manner. Frauds are being detected through many methods, that can be operated both with robotics and the staff.
Casino Security & Networked Systems
Most casinos have more than 2000 cameras operating around the clock. Casino security systems protect the casino’s money, customers, and property. Networked video systems are very reliable and stream over IP networks to allow remote access. New technologies support high-quality recordings that are stored or transferred.
Facial recognition technology helps casinos track well-known cheaters by flagging offenders. In past security processes, a detailed analysis of videos occurred as a result of the casino losing large sums of money. Cheaters were escorted out of the casino, but card counters were allowed to stay, depending on his or her winnings. Today, networked systems allow for quicker analysis of information. Computers alert casino managers of disturbing trends, previously banned customers, and significant monetary losses.
Some players try just about anything to beat the casino. One group found out that a new $100 bill would make a slot machine in one casino give credits worth $100 and return the bill. They took $1.2 million in winnings. A video poker machine began producing an automatic royal flush, in response to players using a particular card sequence. A crooked programmer introduced code into the game’s system. Networked casinos have the advantage over nefarious activity. High-speed data collection and analysis is the first step to tracking every dime.
For winnings of more than $2500, the casino is legally obligated to keep track of the player for tax reasons. Even if the gamer who wins a large amount of money has not mentioned his name, he is tracked from table to table, and around the casino.
Casinos also watch for prohibited players. A gambling addict can sue if he has placed his name on an exclusion list, but the casino allows him to play anyway. Governing bodies, such as the Nevada Gaming Commission, prohibit criminals who’ve cheated casinos from gambling. Letting restricted players gamble, can cause a loss of license or a hefty fine for the casino.
Preventing such play is tedious because prohibited players use a variety of tactics to beat the surveillance system. False identities, fake names, and help from newly trained gamblers make tracking players difficult. There are even times when players work with casino employees to cheat the system, like the time a dealer used a player-owned deck that beat the casino out of $250000. Casinos have to keep track of every transaction, which is why sensors and cameras are all over the place.
Sometimes, players just get lucky. If a player makes upwards of $18 million, a casino may send a jet or limo to his hometown to make it easier for the player to return. Multi-million dollar losses are reported in quarterly earnings statements.
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